They’ve found the answer in a golden cracker.

What a Picnic
No matter how hard you

Shhhhh...

that beautiful Ritz tastes
Your fate lies in my hand.
Fill me up
me up
me up
H
ACE SHOULD
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AT LEAST TWO TABLESPOONS OF BUTTER A DAY
BRAIN
LARGE AT 15 YEARS OF AGE AS IT EVER GETS IS THIS CORRECT
I just want...to sleep...
the moss is silent because

the moss is alive.
Once behavior and reward are paired, the dopamine neurons change their phasic firing pattern to respond to stimuli that predict rewards.
when we have tried everything... we become despondent.

We develop all types of learned associations that fail to address the core problem of wanting to feel better...
when we have tried everything... we become despondent.

LOST

We develop all types of learned associations that fail to address the core problem of wanting to feel better...
Ecologically, mosses break down exposed substrata, releasing nutrients for the use of more complex plants that succeed them.

A flower is a plant that lacks true roots.
ROLL WITH THE PUNCHES
EXPECTATIONS

forget